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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Classes
offered
overseas
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Aboi·e: Members of A/pita Phi A/pita fraternity lead tlte 2-lth <11111ual Martin Luther Kmg Jr. March Monday night outside of Thomas
Hall. The marchers were singing "We Shall Overcome" while walking 10 the Marrin Luther King Jr. U11iversity U11io11 to listen to
speakers and ro watch a video. Below: Aficlzael Jordan, a swde11t ac .\1ark Twain eleme111ary school in Charleston., reads a poem lte
wrote titled "King's Dream" in tire University Ballroom of the Union . .Jordan wrote rite poem in honor of Martin lwher Ki11g Jr.

A march of honor
Students remember
MLK Jr. in celebration
BY LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
About 80 students, faculty and
community members Monday faced the cold
winter wind to celebrate the birthday of
Martin Luther King Jr. during the 24th
annual candlelight vigil.
Participants solemnly marched and sang

"We Shall Overcome" while holding candles
to light their path from Taylor Hall to the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
After making their way to the Union,
participants listened to Michael Jordan, a
first grade student at Mark Twain
elementary school in Charleston, read his
poem titled "King's Dream." The poem
explained why Jorda:1 is grateful for King's
accomplishments and how they allow him
and other children to "stand proud."
Craig Edwards, Alpha Phi Alpha

See MARCH page 2

Students will have the
opportunity to study English
authors and visit sites associated
with them during a study abroad
trip to England this summer.
Eastern's School of Adult and
Continuing Education's Office of
Off-Campus and Contract
Programs is sponsoring the
program, which will be held from
June 22 to July 18 and can be
taken as either a credit or noncredit course.
Students will be studying
authors such as Charlotte and
Emily Bronte, 0.11. Lawrence,
Brahm Stoker and William
Shakespeare, said Thomas
Hawkins, director of off-campus
programs.
Hawkins said trips will taken
lo the Bronte Parsonage, where
the Bronte sisters grew up; the
Stratford on Avon, which is the
site of a Shakespeare festival; the
seaside cliffs of Whitby, which
are associated with Brahm
Stoker's Dracula; and the
University of Nottingham
Archives.
There will be some weekends
free for personal travel.
"The free time is built in,"
Hawkins said. "Last year the
students took the train to London
or Europe during their free time."
Students wiU be staying at the
Harlaxton Manor, a 100-room
Victorian manor house located on
the English campus of the
University of Evansville, a press

See CLASSES page 2

Eastern grad reaches for the Hollywood stars
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
Eastern alum Craig Tilley
always reached for the stars and
now he has Hollywood studios
within his grasp.
Tilley, 31, had a passion for
movies that began at age 5 and he
attributes his success as a
Hollywood script writer to
Eastern.
" Had I not gone to Eastern, I
would not be here," Tilley said.
Over semester break Tilley
said he came home to Mattoon,
from his residence in Marina Del
Ray, Calif., for the holidays and
went to Booth Library to view the
cubicle where he always studied.
Tilley said his years at Eastern
were "t he time when I got
focused" and he is always very
thankful for that cubicle.

Tilley started out at Eastern
after first turning down a full-ride
scholarship to the University of
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana.
Titley said he did this because "it
was just one of those cosmic
things." He said he felt this was
an important signal and he
"wouldn't have traded it for
anything."
With the "great educati on,
great professors and the smaller
school experience," Tilley said he
was always challenged at Eastern.
Titley said he was the type of
student t hat never missed an
assignment or class. He graduated
in the spring ofl 989 and was a
double major in English and
business and had a 4.0 overall
grade point average.
Bernice Tilley, Craig's mother
of Mattoon, said, "he's full of
determination and hard work."

"He's one of the hardest
workers I've ever seen in my life,''
said Frank McCormick, professor
of English and a former professor
of Titley's. " I 'm pleased this
particular guy has had such
success."
"Every one of my professors
was excellent," Tilley said. "I
learned something new from
every class."
Tilley said he used to seek out
classes from professor Ed Marlow
because he was notorious fo r
being tough on his students. This
has aided him in his ability to
always being able to constantly
" push the rock up the hill," Tilley
said.
"Tilley is the type of guy that
didn't drink, smoke, or do drugshe studied," McCormick said.
In order to get into the movie
See HOLLYWOOD page 2

Photo courtesy of Craig Tilley
Craig Titley relaxes on the beach in his Eastern T-shirt. He graduated
from Eastern in 1989 and is now a Hollywood script writer for shews
such as Scooby Doo. He is originally from Mattoon and now lives in
Marina Del Ray, Calif.
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Addition of channel MARCH
earns mixed reviews
By NATASHA TODD
Staff writer
The addition of HBO in the residence halls has saved many
Eastern students a trip to the video
store.
Beginning in October, the
Residence Hall Association
approved the addition of HBO and
many students have found that having the channel is beneficial and an
affordable type of entertainment.
"(Having HBO) is very beneficial for a college student because it
is cheaper than renting movies,"
said Liz Marfia, a freshman theater
major.
Michelle Wager, a sophomore
elementary education major, said
having HBO takes away the worry
of going out and renting movies.
"I think it is good because if
pe?pfe want le? watch a movie they
dolt 't neec1:,_11;> ~~ .a;t1~ut r~ttting
one or go1rrg somewhere. They
already have it in their room,"
Wager said.
Although HBO is an affordable
form of entertainment, some students said they do not have the
time to watch it.
"Most people don't have Lime to
watch (HBO) and when they do

I think it is good
because tt people want
to watch a movie they don't
need
' ' to ·worry about renting
one or going somewhere."
-Michelle Wager,
sophomore elementary
education major
there is not much on it,"said
Kendra Johnson. a freshman elementary education major.
Michael Block. a junior zoology
major, agreed.
"There really isn't time to actually sit and watch it," Block said.
"Late at night, you want to sit up
and watch television, but all that is
on arc infomercials. HBO gives
you another option."
, Other students said they enj~
having the option of watching
HBO.
"I think (HBO) is cool because I
never had any cable at home and I
think any kind of cable is nice lo
havc."said Krista Kirkham. a freshman environmental biology major.
"I think it is nice to have (HBO) lo
get some up-to-date movies."

Mrs. Clinton: Politics
reason for lawsuit
WASHINGTON (AP) - first .•
lady Hillary ij.odh?m, q~r;i.ton sulf:,
gests politics are at play in accusations such as Paula Jones'
against her husband.
ln an interview aired Monday
on Mutual-NBC Radio. Mrs.
Clinton was asked about Jones'
sexual harassment lawsuit.
"Oh, I don't comment on the
case, but I think certainly when
you see the kind of political
maneuvering that goes on against

STUDENT

m;.i...hv~tia.11.cl

pn. ~... ~iJHY1 i?th"is,

the~e ~~rt~!~lr ~ar~ .a ,lot <?!: ~F-n,;.
das ou't there,' she said. ~

President Clinton wouldn't
speak about the case Monday, citing a gag order issued by U.S.
District Judge Susan Webber
Wright.
"The judge asked us not to talk
about it, and I think at least somebody involved in it ought to follow her instructions," Clinton
said.

frompageo11e

release stated. Harlaxton is J J0
miles north of London in the
Mid.~aqd.'.~ J,ll_ilrk.,.I}.\ _town of
Graotham.
,
The 'nouse ls a 19th century
country manor, Hawkins said.
The cost for students is $2,500
and includes room and board,
field trips, meals, airfare and
instructional costs, Hawkins said.
"About 13 or 14 students

attended the trip last year,"
Hawkins said. "The trip this year
will incl ude some of the same
sites as last year but there are
some new sites added."
Three semester hours are currently available for ENG 3010 Literary Masterworks.
Michele Tarter, an assistant
English professor, will be chaperoning the trip.

frompageone

president, and Baptist minister,
Rev. Cyprus Hughes, also spoke
about ways students can follow
King's teachings and keep the
dream alive.
"There are three attributes of a
dream ... a dream must include
the past. A dream must include
the present." Hughes said. "A
dream must include the future."
Hughes explained how people
can help accomplish more of
King's dream by advocating voter
registration.
"lt is (our) responsibility to
vote so (we) can have the power
to (make a) change." Hughes
said.
Edwards was concerned with
King being disappointed with
African Americans· progress
because of prostitution, gang
banging and drug use.
The turnout for this year's
march was lower than in previous
years. Many students. Edwards
and Alpha Phi Alpha Chapter
Adviser Derrick Jones!M!re C.QJl·
cerned about the turnout.
"l think it is important (to

' ' It's powerful to have this many people come out. Not
everyone thinks about why we have the day off school."
- Martha Sojka,
junior environmental biology major
attend) every year to make sure
what King was about is heard;'
Jones said. "(It is important) to
make sure the Eastern campus
knows the history behind the
march and why we do it."
One student who also was
upset with the low turnout stood
up at the end of the program
when Edwards asked for testimony and said, "do not be comfortable because there is much work
that needs to be done."
Undeterred by the low turnout,
Martha Sojka, a junior environmental biology major, was proud
of the people who remembered
why students received the day
off.

everyone thinks about why we
have the day off school."
Some students thought King's
accomplishments should be supported for his achievements for
all races.
"(The march) is important
because ii is to show support for
Dr. King on what tic has done for
all races in this country," said
Lashonda Stacey, a sophomore
sociology major.
Melissa Anderson, an Eastern
graduate student, brought her two
daughters to participate in the
march.
"There are very few national
holidays th~t celebrate someone
who has promoted peace,"

~ "l t~iflk.-7it;s.fa.~~a~,i' l!'~Onl!jl•'.lt~igli(

~~l~att~rftir8~~ff8

Sojka said. "It's pc>wcrful to have
this many people come out. Not

HOLLYWOOD

from page one

business. McCormick convinced
the Peter Stark Motion Picture
' ' He's still a kid. If he grows up he'll go out of business."
Producing Program al the
University of Southern California
- Bernice Titley,
to accept Tilley. Only 25 people
Craig's mother
in the nation arc selected each
year for the limited spots, Titlcy
said.
Tilley earned a master's was 5-years-old he wanted to Christmas card and he feels like a
degree from USC. one of the work for Hannah Barbera; he's kid when he gets all excited.
most distinguished and selective alwavs been creative.
Tilley said he docs not believe
film producing programs ill·.tiu!..... .:ifc.:.S...ililL,a.Jdd ..,Jf ~ ..grow.s...r. that.b~ js .a...:;ucv.e.S5~~. !)e,ausa.t.
. •·• 1, . .
up, .he'll go oµt of business." "l'm•jltst.SGrta stn~'\n:n•nb ~r.fl
1 United ~late~.
''I've always live3 in my own Bernice Tttley said.
"His main goal isn't reached,"
little world and been addicted to
Producers thus far have been Bernice Tilley said. Craig Titley
movies." Tilley said.
satisfied with Titley's work, but said he wants to get into directing
"'Craig saw movies a lot, four as far ru. changes in the script go, and producing.
or five limes each;' said Bernice Tilley said he must react as if it is
He advised students to "not
Tilley. "I always stood up for him '"something too passionate, but ijlop until your vision comes to
when his father would say he not too passionate."
life." This is also the type of perwent to the movies too much.''
Titley said he would like to son he admires, Titley added.
The movie business is very make a live action Arch1es
Titley sajd he believes that all
competitive and it's a lot of trou- movie.
writing affects the public.
ble to get movies made. Tilley
Tilley said he is a fan of lots
"With every movie there has
said. Presently, he said he is of good writers. but is definitely to be some sort of a theme,"
working on a two picture deal "a pop culture junkie.''
Tilley said.
project with Chris Columbus'
Associating with famous peoIn Titley's Scooby-Doo script
company at 20th-Century Fox. pie is an experience because he said the theme is "face your
Tilley said the first script project you're constantly working with fears'' and in his new script
is remaking "Cheaper by the heroes, idols and icons, Tilley "Cheaper by the Dozen,'" the
Dozen."
said.
theme is "love makes a fa-mil>'•,
_"Studios come to fl}e." ;nitey .,, '1The mosi iriieresiin.s. part l~. ru11,l' .l\bQ~Q..~I in,•Jliai~ripts.afld
said. "The studios know my 'wJrk once a week you 're pinching life, Tilley said he loves to enter·
and it's all money up front," he yourself,'' Tilley added.
lain.
added. Writing movie scripts
Tilley said among his favorite
"Get focused; know what you
takes six months of your life that bands was KISS and now he want; don't take no for an
starts the moment the deal is works with Gene Simmons, a answer," Tilley said. "Life is that
closed, Tilley said.
member of the band. He said he simple. It just takes longer to get
Bernice Tilley said since he just received his first KISS there."
A
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LANES

Stop by and sign.up NOW!

Leagues start.Jan. 27th!!
(running through the spring semester)

$3.50/week
per person

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

Coed
Coed
Singles
Coed Obis.

~:OOpm

fi:lOpm
4:l0pm*
7:GOpm*

*ABC/WI BC Sanctioned
West wing, Lower Level, Martin Luther King.Jr. University Union

581-3616
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Process to grade administration
Faculty Senate
to discuss
evaluation of
performance

~'

This means that each
individual will be given
feedback from those
above them, those below
them, and their peers, as to
how they are performing."

By JUSTIN KMITCH

·French Fraker
committee member

Administration editor

IKUVA KURATA/Photo editor

Getting plowed
Ken Warren, an Eastern worker, dears snow away from a path Friday
morning in front of McAfee Gymnasium after Charleston received
three inches of snow Thursday.

By JEFFREY PRICE
Staff writer
Eastern students and community members can help make the
days beautiful in Charleston's
neighborhoods, thanks to Fred
Rogers and WEIU-TV.
Monday through Feb. 6,
WEJU-TV is.sponsoring a sweater
and clothing 11rive in honor of the
30th Anniversary of Roger's public television show " Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood."
"All of us, at some time or
other, need help, and whether
we're giving or receiving a
sweater, each one of us has something valuable to bring to this
world," Rogers stated in a press
release. ''That's one of the things
that connects us as neighbors - in
our own way, everyone is a giver
and a receiver."
To help launch the charity
drive, Mattoon Mayor Wanda
Ferguson and Charleston Mayor
Dan Cougill donated the first
sweaters.
Eastern President David Jorns
also donated a sweater to represent

Eastern 's community.
"For 30 years, 'Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood' has personified a
place where caring and consideration for others instills good in all
of us," said WEIU-TV General
Manager John Beabout.
''These mes.5ages and the wonderful values that children learn
from the program and from Fred
Rogers are timeless," Beabout
said. "Fred Rogers' cardigan
sweater has come to represent the
gentle spirit, warmth and nurturing
of the neighborhood."
During the sweater drive, students, staff and faculty are asked
to donate their gently worn
sweaters, as well as other clothing
items.
A receptacle to collect the
clothing donations will be located
outside the office of WEIU-FM
radio and WEIU-TV and an offcampus receptacle will be placed
at Byrd's Dry Cleaners at 41 W.
Coolidge St. in Charleston and
1512 Lake Land Blvd. in Mattoon.
Partners who are joining with
WEIU-TV to sponsor this community-wide
Mister
Rogers'
Neighborhood Sweater Drive
include the United-Way, Byrd 's
Dry Oeaners, Cross County Mall,
Busy Bee Bakery, Wal-Mart
Supercenter and Walker's Super
Saver Foods.
The United Way will hold all

The Faculty Senate today is
scheduled to discuss a new process
that will allow the campus community to evaluate the performance of
Eastern administrators.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m.
in the BOG Room of Booth
Library.
"The administrative review
committee is a committee committed to designing a process by
which administrators can be evaluated," said committee member,

the sweaters until the end of the
sweater drive, and then distribute
them to the Salvation Army and
the Depot Clothing Pantry, accord1
ing to a press release.
Byrd's Dry Cleaners also will
provide two collection locations;
one in Mattoo n and one in
Charleston.
Cross County Mall in Mattoon
has agreed to furnish a location for
a cake punch reception, which will
culminate the sweater drive; Busy
Bee Bakery, Wal-Mart, an·d
Walkers Super Saver Foods will
donate the cake and punch for that
reception.
"At the beginning of each program Mr. Rogers puts on a cardjgan sweater and that's the significance of having a sweater drive
and our celebrating the 30th
Anniversary," said Audrey
Bachelder, publicity and promotions specialist for WEJU-TV.
''This is such a fitting way that
we can help celebrate Mister
Rogers' 30th Anniversary Season.
People need warmth and assistance throughout the year,"
Bachelder said.
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
is the longest running program on
PBS, and has been on the air
since Feb. 19, 1968, according to a
press release. The show has been
on WEIU-TV since 1986 and airs
at 6:30 p.m. weekdays.

French Fraker.
"The administrative performance appraisal process is a process by which each individual will
be evaluated in a 360 degree manner," Fraker said. "This means that
each individu.al will be given fee4back from those above them, those
below them, and their peers, as to

how they are performing."
He said the committee is not
seeking the approvaJ of the senate,
just presenting the senate with new
infonnation.
Fraker said the process is being
presented to the senate to keep
them informed of the new process
about to take place.
"The process is currently being
evaluated by the President's
Council and we'll work from
there:' Fraker said.
The senate is also expecting an
update from Jill Nilsen, special
assistant to the president, regarding
the status of the position of
Eastem's liaison to the capital.
The senate requested an update
of the situation at last week's meeting.
The duties of Otris Merrifield,
who held the position of Eastem's
liaison to the capitol, were reassigned to Nilsen.

Campus improvements
to cool off residence tialls
By NICOLE MEINHEIT
Staff writer
Eastern's Board of Trustees
Monday will vote on the contract to provide air conditioning and new windows in
Lincoln and Douglas Halls in
the fall semester.
The improvements are part
of a campus improvement project approved by students in
·
November 1996.
Ted Weidner, director of
facilities, planning and management, said bids are still
being considered for the air
conditioning project.
If the contract is improved,
Lincoln and Douglas Halls will
be the first residence balls to
have air conditioning added,
Shaklee said.
"The plan right now is for
Lincoln and Douglas' air conditioning and Y!.indows to be
done this summer and Ford,

McKinney, and Weller's air
conditioning next summer,"
said Mark Shaklee, assistant
director of housing.
The residence halls are being
renovated in stages because it
is not feasible to have five
housing facilities closed during
the summer with summer
camps and programs, Weidner
said.
The repairs in Lincoln and
Douglas are expected to be
completed in time- for the fall
semester, Weidner said.
The air conditioning project
will be funded with the $50
increase in student fees. The
housing department will be
funding the new windows using
money from the regular housing fee.
"The money is from the
room and board fees students
pay to live in the residence
halls," said Mark Shaklee,
assistant director of housing.

Corrections _________
An article in Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastem News incorrectly reported the dates Hardee's restaurant, located at 315 Lincoln
Ave., will change to Carl Jr.'s. The dates for the change have yet to be
set. The increase in sales rep0rted for a Carl Jr.'s in Peoria, also was
incorrect.

..

HODGI<INS DISEASE
LEARN MORE ABOUT IT

0.ffice of Civil Rights and Diversity
present

Opening Doors:
Diversity at Eastern
January 22, 1998 8:30am-4:00pm
at the MLK, Jr. Union

. Come listen to
Dr. Edward Hoppin
When: January 20 7 :00 pm
Where: EIU Union - Arcola(fuscola Rm.
Co-Sponsored by EIU Health
Service &.. Athletic Department

Olde Town Management Inc

Workshop Sessions include:
Action! A Common
Sense Approach to
Improving your Campus

Campus Issues for
Gay Students

Employment Provisions of
the Americans with
Disabilities Act

1408 SIXTH STREEt 217-345-6533
Now leasing for '97-98

•Old towne Apts.
•Polk Ave. Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

•Heritage Apts. ·
•4th and Buchanan

345-0LDE

..
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Stir the Burgoo for harmonious living
The following essay won first
place i.Ji the lower division of the
1997 Cultural Diversity Essay
Contest.

- -- -;:==================:;----

T
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Housing fair offers
off-campus students
table for complaints
Can't get your security deposit back? Wondering if your sink will ever stop dripping? Well,
Thursday is the day of opportunity for all students
having problems with their off-campus housing.
Any student who has had problems with offcarnpus housing should take advantage of the
complaint table that will be at Thursday's housing
fair.
The annual housing fair, which is sponsored by
the Student Senate, will
be held from 10 a.rn. to 3
p.rn. Thursday in the
'·"" "
walkway of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The fair, which will have from eight to 12 landlords and building owners available to talk to,
will also have a table for students to voice corn- ~ .
plaints aboot..their landlords.' lhe,purp@
se:ru .the '1
fair is to give students a chance to learn about
housing options available in Charleston.
In addition to housing information, the table
will also give students one location to voice complaints and hopefully solve problems they have
had with landlords.
Students with complaints will be encouraged to
fill out a form explaining the problem. The form
will be submitted to the city inspector who will
contact the individual, according to Jason Amato,
student vice president for student affairs.
Currently students with problems can either go
directly to the landlord, or to Steve Davis in the
university's Legal Services to solve problems.
Al~ou~h utilizing either option many problems
1
&n'oe' solved, the more ways students are able to
help themselves with housing, the better off students are.
Not only could reporting problems help individual students with their housing, it could also
be a benefit to future tenants of landlords that
many students are having problems with.
Having one place for students to report problems may also help the city recognize if students
are having problems with one apartment complex
or landlord in particular and try to help student
tenants.
Students living off campus may not know
exactly what steps to take to solve problems with
landlords, but filling out a form at the housing fair
and speaking to others may be the best first step
to solve their own problems and help future tenants.

Edl.tor1·a1

' ' today's
Lost time is never found again.
-Benjamin Franklin

wipes a white, foam y residue
from the corners of his mouth,
and says, "America is called the
melting pot. I like to refer to it as
a pot of Burgoo. You've got your
Haitians, your whites, your niggers -- oh I mean your African
Americans...." Boys in the back
of the room chuckle as the teacher goes on. "All of these different
people are like the vegetables and
other ingredients in the pot of

he baby country of America
is a magnet for a huge array
of people. The attraction which
JENNIFER REESE AND LAURA RUST
draws these people has a Jot to do
1997 Cultural Diversity Essay Contest with the right of freedom. A popFirst Place
ular song proclaims America to
be " the land of the free." These
~. ~ soup. They live together because
Iyrics express the basic idea of the
foundation o f the United States. But sadly, somewhere they can be free." The teacher finishes and dismisses his
between the first stanza and the end o f the song, the mean- class. The seventh grade girl, stung by the unsavory coming has beco me mo re of a platitude than an accurate ments of her teacher, walks into the hall of her all-white
description. Perhaps what it should say is that America is school and realizes there is no Burgoo at her school.
" the land of the select free." For many Americans today Franklin is too far north for a separatist mentality, yet she
are not granted their full rights when it comes to freedom. knows two boys from her class who have been given tattoos
Such problems as racism have a Jot to do with the separa- of confederate flags. It was their fathers who proudly took
tion of people that can curtail their freedom. If a race sets them to the tattoo parlors. A Burgoo tattoo was never a
itself apart from others, it will be less apt to embrace other consideration.
Situations like those of the unhappy school girl are comraces in brotherhood. Separated races remain as undercooked vegetables, imperfectly blended in a simmering pot mon, and work both ways. The frightening fact here is that
this type of behavior is not looked down upon by the vast
of bad Burgoo.
Burgoo is a traditional stew that has been brought to majority. The United States may be a pot of Burgoo, but it
America by peoples of Eastern European descent. It is is in need of some vigorous stirring. The soup of America
something between a Yugoslavian goulash, and a hearty is not tasting too good. For people to live harmoniously,
vegetable soup. Burgoo's ingredients include almost any they need to live together. Races must not segregate themvegetable or meat mixed together. The ingredients are selves as they do in so many average towns. There are
cooked overnight on an open fire during an elaborate com- white parts and black. parts in, these towns. People hilve the
munity ritual and then served in a festival the next day. • freedom to choose to live where they like but not the freeHow the small farming town called Franklin, Illinois dom to feel comfortable being with a diverse mix of people.
became the "Burgoo Capital of the World" is a mystery, but Carrots come from carrot patches, and chickens grow on
people there love their Burgoo. They love the way the farms, but for the Burgoo to merge together, they must mix
ingredients maintain their individual and recognizable char- and mingle.
One way to start solving the problem of prejudice is to
acteristics while blending into a whole which is greater
than the sum of its parts. And Burgoo provides a nourish- actually mix people together. With the mixing comes better
ing metaphor for culture diversity that all people can learn understanding. Even if the mixing process is a little forcefrom.
ful , there is the hope that through education and comproIn the Burgoo capital of the world, a seventh grader sits mise, there will be harmony. Everyone needs nourishment
in her all-white history class. She listens to her teacher. from soup. Whether it is for their physical or their mental
The balding basketball coach cum teacher (whose main health, there is a hunger that all humans have hidden inside.
goa l is to win basketball games) leans back in his chair, So people simply need to fire the kettle and start stirring.
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To the editor;
This letter is written with the intent
of defending Doug DiBianco from
ridiculous charges of harassment. I was
a student in DiBianco's music appreciation class in 1991. I believe this makes
me qualified to made a statement on his
behalf.
DiBianco 1s an excellent teacher who
I found to be fair and challenging. His
class material consisted of music examples from all over the world representing different cultures. Some of his interpretations of music and culture had
shock value, but it challenged the indiv id ual in class to either refute
DiBianco's claims or to agree with him.
The material he presented was not his
self-gratification or for the purpose of
offending anybody.
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Acceptance to new
experiences is key
to learning in college

t""rt r

your turn
Personally, I developed an appreciation for different cultures through their
music. Most importantly, I have learned
to challenge my own thought as well as
the thought of o thers. I fo u nd that
throughout the class there were ideas
that I agreed and disagreed with, but his
interpretations were meant to be challenged and discus..'\Cd. II is up to the students to challenge the professor.
The value of a college education is
not only in the subjects studied, but also
in the experiences collected. Each
teacher has their own style of presentation. The presentation of this material
may require the use of imagery and language that might not be expected. This
does not make the material offensive or
unacceptable. First, choice of delivery is
what gives the material the driving force
needed to make an impact on the audience. Secondly. this choice is an aspect

---

of freedom of expression. The environment of a college education entails the
toleration of ideas. lfwe all could develop some tolerance, just maybe we could
live happily and peaceably.

Garold Len Nellis Jr.
philosophy major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local.
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than '.!50 words
and include the author's name, telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Facult)'. administration and
staff should indicate their position and
d epa rtme nt Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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The melting pot continuum

The following essay won second place in the
lower division of the 1997 Cultural
Diversity Essay Contest.
rntroughout time, the world has been a sort
.1. of slow boiling "melting pol" for ethnicity, culture and religion. But this "melting pot"
is paradoxical in nature because it seems to
contradict itself. As different elements. such
as religion and culture, are brought together,
cultural diversity is increased in one sense, yet
some things are lost as cultures arc "melted
down." The number of interracial marriages is
constantly growing, increasing cultural diversity around the globe. This increasing cultural
diversity presents both challenges and opporlunities throughout the world.
As society melds, the ensuing cultural
diversity presents many challenges. One such
challenge is diversifying etymology, as well
as communication. With different parts of the
world come different languages and dialects.
These languages and dialects are very different from each other, and as the world "melts
together," so to speak, communication itself
becomes a cha,flengc; SO what i:; to be done?
Perlfaps a universal lang'ua'g e could tie
dc\rised, but what would it be based on, and
what would be incorporated from each language? If a universal language is devised,
there is the challenge of leaching and using it
around the world, especially reaching the
third world countries, as they are a "step
behind" technologically. Another step that can
be taken is to make computers more accessible to everyone. The Internet provides a world
of knowledge for everyone, from the rich doctor to the poor fisherman. As more and more

groups
are
seemingly
"assimilated"
into a world
culture, a universal etymolo""-""""_ _......___..,..__ __, gy and form of
communication
JASON JACO
1997 Cultural Diversity will be a major
&say Contest- Second challenge.
Another chalPlace
lenge that cultural diversity presents involves a religious
aspect. As long as religion has existed, .>attics
have been fought over conflicting sacred
beliefs. Some religions are similar to others,
and others arc very different. The challenge
occurs when the religions of conflicting interests are brought together. For example, if a
Mo:slcm were to marry a Christian, things in
each religion would probably be compromised as the two unite.
How will the offspring and next generations be affected by the current, and coming,
cultural diversity? This is yet another challenge that must be considered. In the :aforementioned example of a Moslem marrying a
Christian, how would the children be raised?
Perhaps the next generation would be more of
a "thinking" generation, as they study more
than just one type of religion. But would an
appreciation of religion as a field for comparative study detract from the power religion
offers for those who believe without question?
At the very least, and in spite of this potential
liability, a "studying" of the religions would
allow people to choose what they see fit. This,
in itself, may bring about an era of higher

thinking and a religious revolution. With this
cultural diversity in the household, what kinds
of practices and cultural beliefs does this
coming generation incorporate into their
everyday lives? This may prove 10 be both
positive and negative, as s9me practices
become more widespread, while others are
forgotten.
Cultural diversity clearly provides many
opportunities. Economic opportunity is one
type. As cultural diversity expands, international trade relations can grow, allowing markets to open. With the help of these newly
opened markets, companies would be able to
target consumers that were previously
unreachable. This, m tum, would create a
prosperous world economy. When a country's
economy is booming, it is able to progress
technologically and socially. This will aJJow
third-world countries to become industrialized
by gaining the necessary capital.
Another opportunity that cultural diversity
can provide is greater social interaction. As
different societies are brought together, it
will be easier to share thoughts and theories
previously held private. As more and more
nations are able to wield nuclear weapons, a
more peaceable world must be shaped in
order to survive. Nuclear proliferation,
which is often compared to a recipe for disaster, may in fact constitute an appetizer for
a main course of planetary peace. Cultural
diversity can provide an opportunity for different groups to share ideas freely, and end
decade, or century-old, conflicts. This sharing of ideas may also be suitable grounds to
improve the structures of less developed
nations. Many third-world governments, and

s

even governments of developing nations,
such as that of India, often falter because
they do not foUow a successful government
model. Perhaps with more shared and
diverse ideas, the leadership of these governments can find a model on which they can
base themselves, and become more developed.
Cultural diversity can also provide opportunities for isolated cultures to spread and be
shared. Many endemic cultural beliefs and
practices are very interesting, but only select
groups know of them. The opportunity lies in
the fact that people across the globe will be
able to experience strange and exciting things
that they have never seen before. From culinary delights, to ethnic rituals, there is much
that can be explored through the growing cultural diversity.
Increasing cultural diversity certainly presents many challenges, as well as many
opportunities. Many religions support forgiveness, patience and tolerance, yet hundreds of
bloody battles have been fought over these
same religions. Perha~ greater social interaction and better communication will lay many
problems of the world to rest. In order to facll>itate this interaction and communication, a
more accessible and inclusive global language
may prove to be an indispensable tool. An
etymology for key terms in this new language
must be adopted, an etymology that embraces
diverse origins. After all, human beings share
an intimate biological origin, and have since
diverged from the original in many facets.
Perhaps successful global communication and
peaceful existence can simply be attained by
converging back to the original.

Too 'perverse' to be diverse
The following essay won honorable mention
i11 the lower division of the 1997 Cultural
Diversity Essay Contest.

A s time passes, cultures emerge, grow
~nd change. In today's American society, more and more people are changing and
accepting differences, but they still have a
shady outlook toward certain cultures. One
group that is the topic of much conversation
now and which is either slowly getting bigger
or simply becoming a more open culture is
that of Gays and Lesbians. Many disagree
that this group can even be properly recognized as a "culture," stating that this is a chosen lifestyle and not a culture. How can this
controversy exist?
It was not too long ago that America
fought over the rights and freedoms of
African Americans and women. They were
discriminated against and were unable to participate in certain activities. This is what is
happening now with Gays and Lesbians.
They are unable to get married. They are
expected to keep their mouths closed in the
military and are ha~ tremendously. They
are tacitly urged to lead secretive lives, and if
they "come out,'' they are often treated like
freaks of biology.
Each day, a few more people become
open and aware of this culture. They are normal everyday human beings that have the
right or should have the right to live how
they choose in this land of the free. But the
flag of their freedom still flies at half masL
Gays and Lesbians have supporting parades
and awareness days but still have not been
fully accepted.

In the past,
the culture of
Gays and Lesbians was considered a sickness. It was
something lo be
CORBY STEINBRAKER
locked away,
1997 Cultural Diversity
like a dreaded
Essay Contest
disease. It was
Honorable Mention
unheard of and
unacceptable. In this day and age there is no
reason for this culture's near nonexistence.
Gays and Lesbians should finally be able to
be themselves and express their feelings in a
lifestyle that they feel comfortable with.
There has been scientific evidence that these
people do not have a choice as to the way
they feel; others disagree. Why should this be
so hard to accept in society? It is just like
Afrlcan Americans and women; they did not
just say, "Hey! I want to be different phy~i
cally." Why should mental difference be
treated any differently or even the biological
differences?
A big issue with Gays and Lesbians is that
of raising c~ildren. In class discussions and
on television, a majority of society believe
Gays and Lesbians have no right to raise a
child. Any one modestly familiar with the
facts knows that this is a bunch of bull honkey! Opponents claim the children will be
harassed. The child will not have -the proper
role models that will allow him or her to live
a normal life. But what is normal? These
children probably have it better than the
majority that come from broken homes,
divorces and single parenting. If the other

children their age arc educated, then they will
not be as harassed. There arc medical procedures and adoption agencies for this culture
to attain a child. If they are willing to raise,
love, support. and care for one then they
should have that opportunity.
Children are just one of the battles Gays
and Lesbians must go through. There are
many more that stand in their way. Some of
them include marriage rights, job rights and
"equal rights." Since they are unable to
marry, they do not get the financial and other
benefits heterosexual married couples get.
In the early days and even into the present,
homosexuals were hospitalized for their
lifestyles. They were given medicine and
other treatments to become heterosexual. Of
course, these treatments never worked, a
majority of the patients would pretend they
were cured and live a life hiding from their
true identity. That would be like hospitalizing
an African American and bleaching their
skin. No matter how white their skin gets,
they are still African Americans.
Gays and Lesbians are hurting. They are
wanting support from society. They want to
be treated equally and live a "normal" life.
Even as entertainment is trying to open up,
for example in the show 'Ellen,' stating she is
a Lesbian, there are huge controversies about
the show. Parents believed it would be bad
for their children to watch and they did not
need to learn about such a culture. On the
contrary, this is exactly what people need to
watch. The more familiar they get with the
culture, the more accepting they will become.
Even the networks were not at first willing to
air such a show. The first show took over a

NOW OPEN 10AM DAILY FOR LUNCH!!!!
Medium

Large

1 Topping

1 Topping.

Pizza

Pizza

$5~~

$6~!!

20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza

$10~

Also Serving Subs, Salads, Chicken Wing

year lo be put on television and by then it
was qver dramatized. lt did not have the
effect needed to get a good message across.
In the future, one can only hope that this
culture will gain its fair rights. It is too bad
l1lal after all that this country has gone
through in fighting for freedom, history is
still repeating. A friend who came "out of the
clo~cl" and confronted his parents said. "It
was the hardest thing l ever had 10 do, and
when my parents, my own flesh and blood
rejected me and kicked me out of my home
for six months, I had never been so hurt." If
his parents had not been so influenced by
society and had unconditional love, with an
open mind, perhaps their reaction would have
made a world of a difference. Even though
they finally came around and accepted this
friend, their relationship will nev~r be. the
same. There are deep emotional scac'S that
can not be healed.
'
' '
This friend was asked what he would do if
he were to enter a room of two hundred
homophobic people and had to tell them
what to do about his culture he replied,
"DEAL WITH IT!" These words mean so
much coming from a gay man wanting to
show the world that he is who he is. He
accepts everyone else the way they are and
does not want them to change. This is what
society needs to do. It is time lo end the
painful discrimination. It is time lo face the
music. Everyone is human and should start
treating each other that way. There should be
no more picking people apart, down to the
nilly-gritty or putting others on pedestals.
Human kind shares one flat land, and that is
where they shall stand.

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
lOAMDAILY

Sm. 1 Item Pizza
and a Soda
only from 10 am - 4 pm
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Alpha Phi Omega

Council to discuss code changes
Operating Department responsible
to the City Manager is being withCity editor
drawn from the city council.
The c·harleston City Council Scism said the agenda is pending
will meet tonight to discuss an more in-depth discussion with the
ordinance that would amend the Recreation Department.
The City Council also will disCharleston Municipal Code by
creating a single Department of cuss:
Public Works under the single • A new health benefit program
direction of the Director of Public will be discussed as a result of a
Works.
substantial increase initiated by
The meeting will be held at the current provider for the City of
7:30 p.m. tonight in the Municipal Charleston's employees, Blue
Building.
Cross Blue Shield.
The new department would
The increase was as much as 35
allow some administrative control percent, Scism said, and the city
over the Public Works Department was given less than a 30-day
an d "make the city more effi- notice of when the increase would
cient," said council member Bruce be due.
Scism. Scism said that from what
Scism said the council hopes to
he understands, no one's job or save up to several hundred thousalary would be jeopardized.
sand dollars a year with the new
A n ordinance concerning the health benefit program provider.
enfoldi ng of the Recreation
The council hopes to have the
Department into the City of new program implemented by
Char leston organ ization as an February l if approved. Scism

By JAIME HODGE

EIU's Only Co-Ed Service Fraternity

said, and the current policy would
be canceled if the new one 1s
approved.
The new policy would allow
the City of Charleston's workers
to be self-insured, and after the set
amount had been reached. a thirdparty insurance company would
cover the rest of the expenses.
Scism said.
The third party would be
American fidelity.
• A motion approving an application and issuing a license for the
Charleston Women's Bowling
Association to conduct a raffle for
a fundraiscr beginning Thursday
and ending Feb. 19.
• A resolution to approve a $90
expenditure to t he Charleston
Tourism Office for the purchase of
brochure stands.
• A resolution to authorize and
approve a loan extension for the
construction of a recreation complex to December 1998.

Seminar to discuss Hodgkins disease
Students can learn about an ailment known to many
as an ''older person disease" today during a lecture on
Hodgkins disease.
Dr. Edward Hoppin will present the speech titled
" Hodgkins D isease" at 7 p.m. today in t he
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The lecture will be co-sponsored by Eastern 's
Health Services and athletic departments. Admission

to the event is free and all students arc welcome to
attend.
According to the Microsoft Encarta 1997
Encyclopedia, Hodgkins Disease occurs in people ages
15 to 35 and those over 50. Symptoms include
swelling of the lymph nodes in the neck, arm pit or
groin. Secondary symptoms include a fever, chills,
night sweats. weight loss, fatigue and loss of appetite.

-Staffreport

RUSH

1 / 20 - Open House McAfee North Tower @ 7:00
1 /2-f & 1/ 22 - Information Meeting @ 7 :30,
Charleston - Mattoon Room, MLK, Jr. Union
For info call Jana @581 -5308 or Erin @348-6248.

We got wings!
Hot wings only 25(each
EVERY TUESDAY!

served with ranch dressing
(regul.uly, basket of six for s3,00)

KITCHEN IS OPEN!
monday-thursday 7pm-11 pm • frlday-saturday Spm- 1 t pm

UA-UA-UA - UA-filA - filA -UA
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Th e S oro rity of Serv i ce & Si ste rho o d
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Tue. Jan. 28 • 5:30
An Informationa l in Rathskeller
W ed. Ja n . 21 • 5 :30
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Not really sure
HOW
to present your qualifications
in your resume???

m

-ct: Business Mee ting i n Cha rleston/Ma ttoon rm .
)

Do you want your resume to
show potential employers
"The REAL you"??
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Thurs . Jan. 22 • 5:30
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Picn ic in Lawson Hall
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Epsilon Sigma Alpha
E~A - El:A - El:A - E~A - El:A - El:A - ~tA
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~

Attend the workshop:

"Resumes-how to present your
qualifications"

Wednesda1, January_ 21, 1998
4:00-5 :00 PM. Effingham Room, University
Union
sponsored by career services
Room13, SSB
Call Papa when your
caught up in th cold

581-2412

r- -.-ra-r'i ;-,-rte rr.- -,

WWW.JOBSRV.EIU.EDU
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Panther Club Sand
................. $4.SO
Pulled Pork Sandwich. .................... $3.2S
Express Lunch Menu Available
_ _ _ _ TUESDAY DINNER SPECIAL----

Chicken Fajita Wrap w / side salad..•.. $4.SO
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B\ld IJahrlMlllcr tJaht l6cn dnlb•._ ..__ ,.. $1.j()

Pub G--·-····-··..$1.'°
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Try 0.... New " REAL" Hlcllory Smoked BBQ a Chlago lltenu

Great Apartments
Now Leasing for 98-99
•Balconies & Patios
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Furnished
•Laundry facilities
•Swimming pool

•Central Air
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking
& sun deck

Monday $1.50 16oz Miller Lite Bottles
Tuesday $3.00 Domestic P~chers
Wednesday $1.00 Keystone Light
Thursday $-S.00 Captain Morgan Pitchers
Friday
$3.00 Domestic Pitchers
Everyday $2.00 Burger &Fries

1o;a

LIN"CC)LN"WC)C)~

PIN"ETR.EE A.PTS
(across from Carman Hall}

2219 S. 9th St. #17

.

345-6000.. .
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LINCOLN
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T[J\:\-CREF's opccating costs are <1m.(m(t-"tlw fowt•st in ttw
insm·anc~ and mutual fun.d in~h.1$rr·\es. Therefore, more of your

build a comforrablt~. '\-\'ort:y*fn~.~ n:tiremem.
Out references are equally impcccable-··--toda,v.

o

C

Stn-prisingly low expenses

w6

TlAA-CRgF ii:; emint•mTx qualified l'o hell) y~~1

t: H

h\'O

money· gm•s ·whcrt• it should ····- row;.m]s ensuring yoltr fnturn:'

Easy diversification

milllon of the lwsl minds in t\mcric:a trust us with their

\V<" ofier a ,.vide variety' of \~1>e1ily managed inve$tm(>,nt options

financial future.

Allow us to review our qnalificatiom;.

Superior strength
\Vitb $'200 bl11ion 1n assds, TIAA-CREF is the world's
larges1 retiremt•nt organization.--and •mwng rhe most solid.

U TlAA ~s one of only ~t.H\tl of comptmi~:> to have earn,~d

t<.)

help b\llld your a~~mts. \Vith stock, bond.. rl)one,\~ market,

and real cstare account!>·····as well as a guaranteed annuity

to d'!.oo:.e from-TIAA-CREF makes diyersit'lcarion easy.

Unrivaled service
\Ve believe thal our sen.ice di!:>1.inguishe$ u~ from every other

tt>p ratings-for financiat"sr-rength, and CRl~:F is one of\VaU

ret-in:ment con.1pany. In rhe latesr DALBAR Consumer

Strnct's largest invesrors!

Satisfaction Survey,•~ study of 2.000 financial <'Ompanies,

Solid, lon g-t crn1 perfom1anc:e
\Ve st~ek out long-term opportunities that other companies.

Tl" AA-CREF was voted tht~ leading providt•r of retireTmmt plans.

J(you work in education, rescard1, or related field:>, w hy

in pursuit of fluick gains, often miss. Though past perforw

not put TIAA~CRE.F's experience to t.vork for you? 'l'o find

mance can'r guarantee future results. this patienr phil()sophy

out more. visit our \Veb site at "'""""'·t'iaa-cref.or.g 01· call us

has proven extremd,v rewarding.

at 1-800-842-7715.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.51-A
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

Roommates

Announcements

Personals

PART-TIME POSITION distributing advertising materials. No selling im.<>lved All materials provic.1ed at no charge. 1-800-your-iob,
www.acmnet.com/postennglyour
job.him.
1n6
"'c,.,..A:'":M'=P'S"'T...
A"""F;:::"F"'
.
P"'O"'S""IT""to"'N:-::S;:;-available . Easter Camp Seals
Wawbeek
RespHe
and
Recreation. Great experience
working with a variety of people
with disabilities . Contact Chns or
Shannon at 608-2778288 or e·
mail us at wawbeek@wi-eastersseals.org. We will be on campus Jan. 28.
1/28
""N...,.,AT::-:l""O'"'"'N:"":"A-:-L-..PA"'R""'K,........E=-.Mo.P"'"LOY MENT- Work in America's
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Competitive wages +
bonuses! Ask us howl Call
Outdoor Employment Resources:
517-324-3109 Ext. N57382.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _V10

SINGLE APT, BASIC FURNISHING, heat/water provided . SP
semester $250. Dave, 345-2171 .
9 a.m.- 11 a.m.
5/4

ROOMMATES NEEDED. Nonsmoking female looking for roommate (or roommates) for 98-99
school year. Call Diane 348-6610.

..,..S_E-IT_S_l_N_G_E-;::;R-A-P=A-R=T=M~EN""TS .

R-OO--M-MA_JC_W.~'ANTE-=D-=-MA~JURE

Oto
YOU
KNOW THAT
HODGKINS DISEASE is a form
of QB!lcer? This and more information with Or. Hoppin, tonight,
p.m.
Arcola-Tuscola
_ _ _ _ _Room,
_ _7_
_1/20

RYAN SHONE OF SIGMA CHI:
Welcome Back. The ladies of
Alpha Phi are looking forward to a
great semester with you as our
Bordeaux Beaul

1611 9th St One block east, Old
Main. Now leasing for Summer
98 . and 98, 99 school year.
Completely furnished, heat and
garbage included . Off street park·
ing, 9 month Individual leasing.
345-7136

FEMALE $150.00 MONTH PLUS
HALF UTILITIES, EVERYTHING
IS HERE. JUST MOVE IN. 2359n9.

Personals

Travel

CONGRATS TO KATHY KOOY
OF ALPHA PHI on receiving
Order of Omega. Your sisters are
proud. Alpha Phi Love, your sisters

..=.--=--

DORM SIZED "REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-n46
514
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DAYCARE. All shifts open. PreSchool activities. Before/After
school transportation. lie
#179991 . 348-8001 .

- ---

Make Money

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mallfng our circulars. No experl·
ence Required. Free information
packet. Call 410-347-1475.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _2/12

..... Help Wanted
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING 4-6
RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES. Monday
through Friday awning and mid·
night shifts or weekend shifts
avallable Flexible scheduling also
available. No experience necessary. Paid training Is provided .
Applicahons may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL 61920
E.O.E.

For Rent

2,,.......,B"'E=o=R=o-::O:-=-M.,.....-:T::-;:O~W-:-:-:-:N-:-:H-;::;O""'USE

1/29
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APARTMENTS furnished . Trash
p/u included. 2 blocks from campus. Call 346-0350.

or Girt Scout Resident Camp.
Certified lifeguards, cooks, counselors, unit lead8fs, program
directors
and
LPN/EMT
openings. Camp ls located outside Ottawa, II on 260 wooded
acres. Only those serious about
working with the youth of today
while !earning/teaching valuable
outdoor living skills need apply.
June 21, 1998· August 1, 1998.
Complete training provided.
Minorities encouraged to apply.
For application write or call ;
TGSC, 1533 Spencer Road,
Joliet, IL 60433 or 815-723·3449.
5/4
,...,H""'O..,.N'""G,.....,.,K=o,.,..N"'G::-:-H"'O""u""'s""'E,...,..,,NOW
HIRING. APPLY IN PERSON.
150518TH ST

5/4
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I
US
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. No pets. $235/ mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.
5/4
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MENTS now leasing for Fall '98,
2 bedroom furnished apt. 3452231.
5/4
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House for rent by owner. 780.00
per month/divided . Prefer
females. (630) 372-8282
1n1
=B-=E"'S""T-;-V-;-:A,.,.L7U"'E;-."F;-;-U"'R"'N"t"'"s=HE 0 2
bedroom apartment. Garbage
included. 10 month lease. $250
each. 348-0288
1/30

1/20

'""M""o"""o""'E~L""S""'""N""'E=E=o-=E-=o'""
. -:Mc:-:-ate or
female models for drawing classes for Spnn.g 1998 semester. To
apply, come to the Art dfflce,
Fine Arts 216.
1/30
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TWO ANO- l'HAEE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000

A""'V.:-:-'A:"":l-:-LJH'="""tR""l""N"'G""'for,--t"'h~e'7fo'."'u-r.:follow·

house & apartments, close to
campus. Call 345-6621

5/4

=FA..,.,L,_,L-9""8"'".-=N"'"'E""W:-:-::3-:B""'E=--o""'R""'O"O=M, 2
bath. Washer/dryer. Duplex, $275
per person. No pets, no parties.
Prefer grad students. 348-8821
1/20
=R-::0:-:0:-::Mc:-S=-:F::-:O;:-R::-:R~E;:-N=T--:-:W7'."omen
only. Large house fully furn. central NC. Many extras. 1 blk. from
union. $230 inc. Util. House 3455692.
Pat_
Novak
___
_ _(630)789-3772.
_ _ _ _2/4
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upstairs, 1 bedroom downstairs.
$800/ month/1 O month lease Fall
98. 345-8547.
1/27
APTS .. off street parking, fur ·
nished, ale... too much to hst calf
217-346-08t9 Leave message.
1/27
A~~PA-RT=M
-E
=NT...,,..,S
,,....,.
2....,
-3-bed
,..--,....
roo
ms for
2-3 girls. Near EIU. CALL CAM·
PUS RENTALS 345·3100
between 3·9 p.m.
1123
..,..2--4....,B""'E""D'""R'""o"'o,..,.M..,...,..,H"'O""'U"'S-=E=s.-=1 & 2
bedroom apts. 10 & 12 month
lease, Deposits, no pets. 3454602.
1n1
C"".,..,
H"'E'""A-=P=-=R-=E'""N"'T,...,""2""N"'D,-,..
&""G""ra nt .
Across from Lantz. Roommate
needed. Owri rent and parking.
Call 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/28

MACARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS 1 tirl, upperclassman. to
share a 2 bedroom furnished apt.
345-2231 .
5/4
=F=EMA~LE'"='s=u""B"'"L-=E=ss=-o""'R~N=E=EoEo

ASAP. Own room, close to campus. fully furnished . $225/month
Call.Dani 346-668S

Name: ________________
Address: _______________
UnderClassttlcalionot. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Exi*ation code (otllce use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pwlon accepting ad_ _ _ _ _ _Composrtof _ _ _ __

no. wordtld8ys

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0

Check

0

Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student Q Yes Q No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day th8feafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

1/20

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action In Florida- Where
guys meet girls! One of the
newest motels on the ocean.
AAA- rated, beach volleyball, pool
and wet bar open 24 hours
B.y.o.b.· STUDENTS only! Call 1800-682-0919. http://www.daytonamotel.com.
1/30

=ro=TH=""=E~LA~D'""IE"'S"'"'O:-:F-:-A-:-:L-:P::":"'H~A PHI:
Welcome back. Let's look forward
to a fin & safe semester.
1/20
p=A.,..,M,...,...,,S"'"M""'E"'"L.:=rz=E=:R-:-·"""'H~A'"'P""'P"'"Y-:-::21 B·
dayl Get readyl Love, Allison
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20

......

~- ···----,-__..,

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY FOR FALL
SEMESTER $200/mo plus utlllties. Good location. Call 3486694.
_ _ __,_____....,....,,..,,..,....,1n1
Advertise! Advertlsel Advertise!
II pays to advertise In the Dally
Eastern News.

~------00/HA

, Pea holder~
s Coagulate
•Not bold
t•Declare
15 Frost
ti ·swan Lake"

on
receiving
Women's
Empowerment Panhet Chair, and
ERIN WEED for receiving IFC
llalson for Panhel. Your Alpha sisters are so proud and we know
you'll do a good job!

tno

c=o~N""'G""'R,...,A=J=s-=T=-=o=-=TH""""E--,,N"'"'E=w

DZ
EXEC BOARD. You are doing a
wonderful Jobi Love, Allison
1no
T.;:,H,.,.A:-::N-,:-K~Y'"'O~U;-;--;T;:::,0-::T"'H"'E,-;O"'L-;:O oz
EXEC BOARD for all your hard
work this past year. Love, your
sisters

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/20

s~=p=R~IN..,.,G=-=e-;::;R~E~A~K;-M:-:-:-A=zA~T=LAN:

Don't miss out on the HOTTEST
destination in Mexico. Airfare, 7
nights hotel, transfers, FREE
drinks, 15 FREE meals, parties
For FREE brochure 1·800-398·
4896 (www.college1ours.com)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/21

SAFCS Family Service meeting today at 6 p.m. in Khlem Hall 207/208.
Chns Bugle from Crisis Pregnancy Cente< will be speaking.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL weekly meeting today at 7 p.m. In
Martinsville Room. Please be promptt All chapter reps please attend.
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting today at 6 p.m. in the
ChartestoniMattoon Room. Ev~yone 1s welcome to come out and be a
part of BSU
PHI SIGMA Pl chapter meeting oClay at 7: 30 p.m In
Charteston;Mattoon Room-Union
PHI THETA KAPPA community college transfer students invited (o
reception, today from 3:30-4:30, 1895 Room, University Union. (2nd
floor, near Grand Ballroom) RSVP 581 ·2017.
PHI GAMMA NU rush today at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 122. Meet the
chapter. New members welcome, professional dress requested.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA social meeting today at 9:30 p.m. at
Denise's. Call her If you cannot attend
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA special events meeting today at 8 p.m. al
Stevenson. Call Kami or Suzanne If you cannot attend.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Rush Informational meeting today at 5:30
p.m. In the Rathskeller. All actives must attend, ceremony pin attire
requested .
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting today at 7 p.m .. Oakland Room.
Union. We will meet in the Oakland Room from now on, unless noted.
UB PERFORMING ARTS committee meeting today at 10 a.m. in the
university Lounge. All are welcome.
E.A.R.T.H. meeting today at 7:15 p.m. in CH 109A. Everyone is welcome! We have a lot to accomplish this semester
MORTAR BOARD & POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOC. education
speech tomorrow at to a.m. in 120 Coleman Han. Glenn Poshard will
be at Eastern.
ATHLETIC DEPT. & HEALTH SERVICE speaker today at 7 p.m.
Arcola/Tuscola Or. Edward ~ppin tS speaking on Hodgkins Disease
TRIO STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES Study skills worksho~ay
from 7-8 p.,. in Coleman Halt 203
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass today at 12:05 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel. corner of 9th and Lincoln
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER, ASB presentation today at 7.30
p.m 1n Carman Lobby, Everyone 1s welcome.

For Sale
LOFT ONLY $50 fits Lawson,
Andrews and Pemberton. Call
346-0615.

1/20
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COUGAR $1200 OBO Must see
to appreciate. Call 345-1291 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

Announcements
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALEI
25% off tapestries, 3- wick candles, oil tamps, all cigars & accessories at Calliope Court, 706
Jackson, Charleston.

~---....,.,.,,...,,.,,~-~1/20

PHI THETA KAPPA community
college transfer students invited
to reception, TUESDAY, JANUARY 20, 3 :30-4:30 P.M .. 1895
ROOM ,
UNIVERSITY
UNION(2nd floor. near Grand
Ballroom) RS VP 581-2017

1/20

Roommates

1/20
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Sublessors

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
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- V.-'A-ILA_B_L=e-F=o-=R_,F,,.,.A.,.,LL,.....,..98,....-=oNE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
5/4

5/4

The Daily Eastern News
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ing
positions:
FT/ PT
Developmental trainers at $6.80
to $8.61/hr. must be solid caring
lndiVidual Interested In working
with DD adults. We offer paid certification training. Various shifts
available. Activities Aides,
Assistant DT's, Programmers,
$6.30 to $7.87/hr. Medical, Dental
& Life Insur for FT, 401 K plan for
qualified employees. Please
apply at 738 18th street,
Charleston
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1no

Payment:

=----~,-_,,..--__,.-5/4

FALL, 5, 4, 3, 2 bedroom houses,
2/3 bedroom apartments. Close
to campus, 348-5032

~N"'E""'w""'""1...,,2,...,3=--::A'"'"N'""D,.....,.4-:B::-:E::-:D:-:R~OOM

NICE , CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
lease, no pets. Call 345-3148.
514

1/20

p=AR7=TY:=-BAR:-:-:"'N..,....,,,AT=R"'ILE-::::-:Y-;C=REEK
"
STABLES! booking for Spring
beack parties in February Small
groups welcome. Call Mr. Ed 3481424
2/6
=D-::::0-,Y'""O"'U:-:-.E::-:V-:-:E::-:R~F""tN'""'O;:--:-Y:::::O::--:UR·
SELF unknowledgeable when
you hear the term HODGKINS
DISEASE? Come see Ol".
Hoppin, tonight, 7 p.m. In the
Arcola-Tuscola Room.
~_,..~_,...,-=....,,---~1/20
Need Cash? Sell your unwanted
Items In the Daily Eastern News.

_ _ _ _ ____00/HA

)() Fill with feeling

toMeagAr

M Literary mils

u Foolish fellow

PLEASE NOTE: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus prganlzatiOnat event No parties or fundrais1ng actNibes and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Ds1Jy
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submrtted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No cilps will be taken by phone Any Clip that Is Illegible or
contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
avail.able space.
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Jordan .not letting age show on court

CHICAGO (AP) Three
weeks from his 35th birthday,
Michael Jordan has been on a
40-something tear for the
Chicago Bulis, piling up the
points as he shoots for his 10th
NBA scoring crown.
After a slow start, he's scored
40 or more points seven times
this season, including six times
in the last 13 games.
"I can't say my rhythm is better than what it was last year. I
think it's been pretty similar. I'd
like to say it's consistent and it
isn't anything different than
what it's been," Jordan said.
His latest spurt, he said, is
more magnified "maybe because of some of the expectations of people, because of my
age and the way I started off the
season. I think my rhythm is
right where I want it to be right
now."
Jordan has adjusted his
gameover the years. He can still
slash to the basket for a tonguewaggi ng dunk or highlight-reel
bank shot. Now, he just doesn't
do it as often. He's relied on a
jump shot with a fall away
release that is mostly unblock-

able. He's also still getting to
the free throw line with a frequency that irks some opposing
coaches, who claim there is a
double standard. Jordan has
been called for just 69 fouls in
40 games.
A career 51 percent field goal
shooter, Jordan is still below
that figure, hitting 45 percent of
his shots, including just 14 of
55 on 3-pointers. But in
Sunday's victory over Houston
when he scored 45 points,
Jordan made 16-of-29 shots,
including both of his 3-pointers.
"When Michael gets going,
the best bet is to give him the
ball and make some space,"
said Bulls center Luc Longley.
"None of us are pretending
anything else. And when he
cools off, then you step back in.
That's why we've won championships."
Jordan, who has boosted his
average to 29.2 points, moved
into third place all-time among
NBA scorers earlier this season.
He also passed Kareem AbdulJabbar for the most consecutive
games in double figures, a
record that now stands at 798.

During his career, he's scored
40 or more points 190 times,
including 34 times in the playoffs. He's had 50 points or more
37 times and 60 or more five
times. Jordan's outburst Sunday
against Houston was because
"he's a great scorer" and not
because he's the same player he
once was, said good friend
Charles Barkley.
"I know you all have to kiss his
rear," Barkley said. "But to
compare him to Lhe way he was
a few years ago is absurd. He's
the best player ever but for you
to say he is as good as he was
last year or two or three years
ago is absurd.
Nobody is as good at 34 as
they are at 27."
But how good will Jordan
be,say at 36, should he come
back and play next season?
He's already said he won't play
if Phi I Jackson doesn't return as
co~ of the Bulls and Jackson
has said he's not coming back.
Barkley, for one, thinks Jordan
will retire after this season.
"I'm pretty sure he's not going
to play after this year,"
Barkley said.
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Duke Blue Devils new No. 1 in AP poll
votes and 1,729 points from the
national media panel, easily outdistancing the Tar Heels, who
received 14 No. 1 votes and 1,672
points.
Kansas (21-2) and Utah (15-0)
held third and fourth, respectively,
with the Jayhawks getting three
first-place votes and the Utes two.
Stanford (16-0), along with
Utah the only unbeaten teams
remaining, got one first-place vote
in the move from seventh to fifth
following an impressive 93-80 victory over UCl.A
The Cardinal had been ranked
seventh one other time in their history Jan. 29, 1963.
Arizona and Kentucky both
dropped one place to sixth and
seventh, and were followed in the
Top Ten by Connecticut, UCLA
and Iowa. Princeton led the Second
Ten, and was followed by Purdue,
Mississippi, South Carolina,
Syracuse, Michigan, New Mexico,

By the As.wciated Press
Duke moved back to No. 1 in the
AP college basketball poll
Monday, reclaiming the top spot
from the team that bumped it out
six weeks ago.
The B·lue Devils (16-1) had
been No. 1 for two weeks before
losing at Michigan. North Carolina
(18-1) jumped over them that week
and held the top ranking until this
week, following the Tar Heels' first
loss, at Maryland last Wednesday.
In addition to the change at the
top, there were some other big
moves in the new poll: Stanford
moved from seventh to fifth, the
highest ranking in school history;
Princeton jumped from 12th to
11th, the Tigers' highest ranking in
more than 30 years; and Cincinnati
moved into the Top 2S for the first
time this season as the Bearcats
continue to win despite numerous
off-court distractions.
Duke received 50 first-place

Arkansas, Xavier and Florida
State.
The last five teams were
Cincinnati, Rhode Island, West
Virginia, Hawaii and Clemson.
Princeton (13-1), which was off
last week for final exams, moved
up one place and into the school's
highest ranking since it was 10th in
the poll released Dec. 12, 1967.
The Tigers' highest ranking ever
came the season before when they
were third in the poll released Feb.
14, 1967.
Cincinnati (13-2) had been
ranked every week of the last two
seasons, including three weeks at
No. 1 last season. The Bearcats
started off this season under a
cloud of controversy.
Forward Ruben Patterson was
suspended for 14 games by the
NCAA for accepting iJlegal benefits. Guard Charles Williams was
declared ineligible for all but the
last six games of the season

Knight credits zone defense for win
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP)
Once upon a time, a zone
defense was heresy at Indiana.
Bob Knight's teams built a
reputation for defense with the
man-to-man, a formula Knight is
reluctant to vary. Sometimes,
though ...
"I think the turning point in
the game was my zone defense,''
Knight, with an absolutely
straight face, said of the
Hoosiers' 94-88 victory over
Purdue on Sunday.
"They scored enough against
it and quickly enough that they
thought there was no way they
could lose the game and it kind
of lulled them into a false sense
of security. So they didn't beat us
in the last two seconds like it
seems they have every year,''
Knight said.

i

Indiana built a 16-point lead in
the second half on Sunday, then
went to the zone to protect it. It
worked against Chad Austin,
who had beaten Indiana with lastsecond shots each of the past two
years, but Jaraan Cornell and
Brad Miller led a comeback that
cut the Hoosiers' lead to four.
Shooting over the zone, the
Boilermakers had four 3-pointers
even one by the 6-foot-11 Miller
in the final eight minutes.
Later, Knight could joke about
it.
"I thought the zone defense
was a stroke of genius since the
last two years they wound up
beatmg us. This year they were a
little more relaxed."
The victory was the fourth in a
row for the Hoosiers (I 3-5, 4-2
Big Ten) since they opened the
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conference schedule with two
straight losses. Purdue (15-4, 32), the only Big Ten team with a
series lead over Indiana, had its
four-game winning streak snapped.
The two intrastate rivals will
play again Feb. 10 at West
Lafayette.
"There was a lot of good basketball played by both teams,"
Knight said. "It's a hell of a lot
better day for us when we come
away with it instead of not having it.
"Making a serious comment
about the zone, it used up some
time," the Indiana coach said.
"They hit shots. If they don't hit
shots, the zone is a really good
thing for us. But they hit three
or four 3-pointers on us.
But time was the key."

because he received improper academic assistance.
Then there were three-game
suspensions to two other players
because o~ improper use of a telephone credit card. That forced
coach Bob Huggins to tum to the
football team for enough bodies to
be competitive, so it's surprising
Cincinnati has managed to get into
the rankinS5 at No. 21.
The Bearcats' only losses have
been at Arizona State in the
Prescason NIT and at Xavier, and
they have won nine straight. The
other new team to join the rankin~
this week was Clemson, which
came in at No. 2S despite having
lost three of its last four games.
The 1igers (11-6), ranked No. 5 in
the preseason poll, have fallen out
of the Top 2S twice this season.
The three losses in their recent
stretch have been by a total of eight
points to North Carolina, Wake
Forest and Duke.

Cubs re-sign
Clark, Foster
CHICAGO (AP) The Chicago Cubs came to terms Monday with pitchers Mark Clark
and Kevin Foster, two-fifths of
their starting rotation.
Both signed one-year contracts. Details were not disclosed.
Clark, 29, was 6-1 for the
Cubs after being acquired from
the New York Mets in a trade
for Brian McRae in August. The
Springfield, Ill., resident was
14-8 overall with a 3.82 ERA.
He is 55-34 in the last five seasons.
Foster, also 29 and a native of
Evanston, Ill., went 10-7 with a
4.61 ERA in 26 games in 1997.
But he failed to win a game
after the All-Star break.

Shows & nmes effective 1/16-22
Sat Sun Mon mats in [brackets)
The Titanic PG13 DIGITAL

(12:00) 4:00 8:10
Half Biked R

[12:ll2:45J 4:f06:5)9:00
Hard Rain R
(2:15) 5:10 7:3)9:4)
Fallen R
(1:45J4:3) 7:10 10:10
Good Will Hunting R
(1:00) 4:.() 7:'}!) 10:00
As Good As I Gets PG13
(1:15) 410 7:00 9:SJ
Mr Magoo PG
(12:15 2'.l)) 5:00
Firestorm R
8:0010:20 only
Aml1tld R
DIGITAL
(12:45J 42> 7:5)

Free Rehll on Popcorn &Soft Drinks!

.......

Hey Fragassi!

Only at ZORBAS!

:1

1/2 lb. Giant Burger
Fresh -Never Frozen
Break the Depression!
Spaghetti Crispy Graden Salad,
Garlic Bread

Jerry's Pizza J{b
1
\
& Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA
•SALAD BAR
•SPAOHETrl
·GARLIC BREAD
$4- ::I. 9 Plu5 Tax

WOW!
Happy 21st a.day!
Just don't go out
dressed like this!

348-8055

Children 10 and under eat for $2.00

Delivery until

345-2844

4am

(_

Love, Ricci

16 MOre Days Until...
Career Day/Job Fair
February 4, 1998
9:30 AM-2:30 PM
Lantz Gym

345-4743

Over 120 employers attending!!

r.--------,r--------,~--------,r.-------,
I
Caesars- 11
Caesars- I I
11
Caesars-1
I ·-.-.~·............
11 .-.-...c-~..
I I ...,...'-.........
I .. .,_ ....c-.......,....
I
1 - 14,,
11
carry Out Special
I I Late Night Every Night I: LOIC Nl1thr Every Night :
I
Pizza
II Monday' ,~~y Only 11
1-14"
II l -14" Pizza I
I W/ I topping 11 1-14 Ptzza , ,
II "'" topplll8 plus crazy I
I
II w/1 topping 11
11 ercad •a 111u Coke I
1 8
I
$699
11
11 w~~~~ ~ 1r.!':5~Y 11
t
I
II
$499 It
11
$999
I
00

Seeking EIU students for full time, pan
time, internship & summer positions. Pick
up a copy of th Job Fair Program containing
important information on positions available, majors sought and employer descriptions by Thursday, 1/22 at
Career Services, SSB, Room13.

Prepare NOW!!
Ji

·'

•

' r

.

Little

Little

Little Caesars· Little

Pizza

-::::::!~ Iii:==:- C:-------~~~----~=-----

:~:c.uiil::::::::::_
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We accept Master Card
- .
,

~

Visa
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Me.n's·track takes second at Illinois Invitational
By DAVID PUMP
Staff\\ ritcr
The men's track and field
team didn't back down at the
Illinois Invitational. defeating a
strong Indiana State squad lly
three points in route to a second-place finish Saturday.
The Panthers fell to host
Illinois by 27 point!'>, but
received a strong performance
hy sprinter Cameron Mabrey,
who finished first in the 60meter dash (6.9 sec nd$) aud
third 'n (he noo;mc1~r-i:lash.
'That :was one ot (Mabrey's)
better 200-meters of the season,
and we had a much better weekend this weekend than the last
one." coach Tom Akers said
referring to the lack of enthusiasm at home Jan .IO in a win
over Illinois State and

Southwest Missouri State.
Akers said he was looking to
the throwers for an improvement. and they did not lei him
down. Jason Walschmidt finished first in the shot put (15.17
meters) and second in the hammer thro\\. Teammates Dave
Astrauskus and John Davis finished third and fourth respectively.
.. We had some competitive
efforts. and it's nice to knt)\\
that when we battle a school hk<
Illinois \\C can go out and b«
competitive instead of in awe,'
Akers said.
The most impressive showing
was handed in by high jumper
Ruffner Francis who finished
second with a jump of 6 feet 7
3, 4 inches.
'"The break-through performer was Francis. who took
t

n

t1 j rtior center Adam
Has.,ctt connected on a layup with 3-l seconds
left to put the Skyhawks up 60-56.
Five seconds after the layup, Owens hit a
three pointer to cut the deficit lo one. The
game was sent into overtime after Eastern
look advantage of a missed free throw by
Skyhawk junior guard Jason Ohlsen and
Owens hit a jumper with 13 seconds left.
"We let the Murray game slip away and
\\e knew we had to make plays to tum this
game around," Owens said.
Owens said he saw how the TennessccMartin defense was set up and knew he had
the chance to take the three pointer.
'"The) were playing a Jillie bit back for me
to drive and I just stopped and shot it,"
Owens said.
I Eastern wus M1rc%'.B!m~~la~ wittt.th'c
victor) even though the team did run into
some shooting problems. For the game.
Eastern shot 35 percent from the field and 21
percent from three point territory. The
Skvhawks shot 37 percent in the game and
went 4-for-21 from beyond the arc. The
Panthers were led in scoring by Kaye. who
scored a game-high 24 points on 9-of-19
shooting. The other Panthers to score in double figures were Owens with 15 and
Frankford with 1l.
Tennessee-Martin (6-10 overall, 5-3 in the
OVC) had to play without its leading scorer.

' '

We had some competitive efforts, and it's nice
to know that when we
battle a school like Illinois we
can go out and be competitive
instead of in awe."
-Tom Akers,
men's track coach
second in the high jump." Akers
said. '"He has more ability than
the 6 feet 2 inches he turned in
as a high to this point in competition.··
Eastern placed two of the top
four finishers in the 3000-meter
dash, as Todd Moroney finished
second (8 minutes 38.52 seconds) and Jason Biakla finished
fourth. four seconds behind
Moroney.

"Jason Bi<tkla had a nice
competitive run, and if he can
continue to build he will be a
real force in the future:· Akers
said.
The women's team. on the
other hand, didn't fare as well as
the men, but had some people
step up in big ways.
Jodi Milas improved in the
800-meter relay (2:27.25 seconds) and the distance medley
relay team of Sue Langer. Lisa
Klinger, Cristen Conrad and
Erika Coull-Parenty cut nearly
23 seconds off of its previous
best time.
··Milas had a 4.23-second
improvement over her previous
.best time," women's coach John
Craft said. "That was a serious
improvement."
Thrower Keisha Dunlap had
her ups and downs, improving

in the shot put but not in the
hammer throw.
"Dunlap improved in the shot
put by almost two inches but she
wns substandard in the hammer
throw." Craft said of Dunlap's
second-place shot finish and her
fourth-place hammer outcome.
Craft said there is still room
for improvement in other events.
'"Our hurdles, long and triple
jump and throwers did not perform to where I thought we
should have been. but Marissa
Bushue was gutsy and wanted to
do \\ell for us and she did
despite have a strained quad."
Craft said.
Despite finishing third in the
three-team field behind Illinois
and Indiana State, Craft said
overall during the season individuals will encounter ups and
downs.

'

"
' '

This was a very tough game.
They are not the most athletic
team, but they are very well-coached,
so from that standpoint it was a tough
game."
-Rick Kaye,
Panther senior guard
junior forv. ard Ryan DeMichacl, who did not
play because of a knee inJury. In his absence,
Tcnncs.,cc-Manin put three players in double
figures with Crumby leading the \\8) with
19. Also contributing in the defeat were
lja:;sct~ Md seqip, f~rwarp Hamp .llarper
with Bl. ifhi9 Piemr~ ' a~ alsO"imporui."1 •
because of the loss to Murra) State on
Thursda) night.
"Murray State is a tough place to win and
we had a chance tu do that. but we couldn't
come through in the end," Kaye said. ··we
knew we had a game the next day so we had
to put it (the loss to Murray) behind us:·
o .... ens agreed with Kaye. saying the
Panthers would have another shot at Murray.
• "We have a chanr1.: to play them (Murrc1y)
IKUYA KURATA/Photo ednor
again and we knew we should have won the
Eastern senior forward Curt Kufj1e tries to get arou11d a11 Austi11 Peay defender 111 the Dec. 4
Murray game, but"'" had to put that a'iide,"
victory. Eastern defeated Ten11essee-Marti11 70-65 Saturday 11ight to up its co11fere11ce record
Owens said.
to6-2.

..

Broncos
McKyer
on
other
side
of
ball
for
Super
,~owl .
.
'
J;Wsul.I ~hat
fn

SAN 01~'30 (AP.) _ Tim
McKyer has seen the worst of
the Denver Broncos in a Super
Bowl setting. He thinks he sees
the best in them now.
McKyer played for the San
Francisco 49ers in two Super
Bowls after the 1988 and 1989
seasons, including a 55-10 romp
over Deriver in the latter. The
Broncos are back in the big
game for the first time since that
ignominious performance, and
so is McKyer but this time 1n a
Denver uniform.

it relt like lo play
fl the victor in a runaway and
then to play for the team that
was so convincingly vanquishcd. he let out a big laugh.
'"I've talked to Steve Atwater
about this," McKyer said, refer
ring to his teammate, '"and he
said he didn't want to talk to
anybody for weeks after that
game. Nobody wants that to
happen to
them."
McKycr believes the crux of
the Broncos' well-documented
Super Bowl failures Is this:

LOT-0-PIZZA

Teams that arc;. afraid to lose,
that have players who disappear
in such big games, are doomed
to failure.
"When you go there, you
want to play your best
game,obviously," he said. '"You
want to put your best foot forward. But a lot of teams get
afraid of that. Guys think, ' I
don't want to make a mistake'
because every play is magnified,
everything you do in a Super
Bowl is blown up 100 times.
"In that situation, a lot of
guys think, ' I ain't going to be

the one making the mistake on
that play. It's not going to be me
making that mistake that gets
shown over and over on
replays.' But the teams that go
out with the attitude that 'it's
mine, it's ours', they usually
play well."
Did certain Bronco players
perform in such timid. tentative
fashion in the 1989 game?
"All I know is what we were
doing," he said. "We went in
with the attitude that this is
ours. Pity the fool that lined up
in front of us. That was our

Thursday. January 29, 1998 at 11 am - I pm in the
Charleston/Mattoon
Room
c:
"'
0

mcnlality."
Su does this Denver team_,.
after four previous Super Bowl
losses. including three in the
late 1980s _finally have the
right stuff?
"I've think we've got that
kind of focus and dctermination," he said. "l think we just
need to take it to the next level
This team has never backed
down from anybody. We all
believe we can win. We proved
that by going on the road and
beating two tough opponents in
the playoffs.
I

·Play Hooky
·Live Life
·Don't eat with
a stopwatch
·Advertise with
The Daily
Eastern News ~
·Act Frisky
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Lady hoopsters edge by.Murray State 63-61
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The Lady Panther basketball team left
no time to spare left no time to spare with
getting back to its winning ways with the
Lady Racers of Murray State.
With just one second left in the game,
and the score tied at 61, sophomore center
Leah Aldrich tipped I he ball back in the
net to give the Lady Panthers their seventh
conference win of the seai>on.
The win allowed Eastern to climh back
over .500 on the season giving the Lady
Panthers a 9-8 overall record. Eastern also

improved its Ohio Valley Conference
record to 7-2 with the win.
Eastern went into halftime trailing the
Lady Racers by six, 30-24. The Lady
Panthers hit on 10-of-24 shots on the noor
in the first half but were lit up by the
Lady Racers, who shot 52 percent in the
first half.
Murray downed 13 shots in 25
attempts.
Aldrich continued to plague OVC foes,
scoring a game-high 25 points. She added
12 rebounds to achieve her seventh double-double. Aldrich also got the work"
done defensively. recording four blocked

shots and a steal.
Senior forward Barbora Garbova added
19 points to the Lady Panther total.
Steady shooting from the line paid off
for the Lady Panthers. Garbova. Aldrich,
senior guard Nora Hendrix and senior forward Allison Lee, were all perfect from
the free throw line with Aldrich going 5for-5.
The Lady Racers came out with a small
line up. Starting IY.o guards at the fornard
position.
Junior guard Sarah Higgins, one of the
two that started as forwards, led the wa)
for the Lady Racers. with 19 points on 9-

of -13 shooting from the floor and I-of -1
from the line.
Higgins' frontcourt - backcourt mate
junior Bobbi Coltharp scored 12 points for
Murray, hitting on 2-of- 3 from the line.
• The Lady Panthers had their winning
streak snapped Saturday against Tennessee-Martin 73-69.
The Lady Skyhawks continue lo be a
thorn in Eastern's sides of late, sweeping
last season's series and taking the first
game this season.
Garbova went 5-for-6from three-point
rnnge against Martin in the loss. scoring a
game- high 21 points.

Wrestlers remain undefeated with win over Tigers
The Panther wrestling team
improved its record to 3-0 on
Sunday with a 22-13 victory
over lhe University of
Missouri.
The Tigers dug themselves
in a hole early when they were
forced to forfeit the first match
of the day. The forfeit gave
junior Tom Combes the victory.
it also gave the Panthers an
early six point lead.
In the l 26-pound match,
sophomore Kelley Revells
slipped by Tiger freshman Matt
Smith in a close match.
''Smilh was 21-4 overall and
had beaten several ranked
opponents." Panther head
coach Ralph McCausland said.
"l think that puts Revells up at
that level.''
The Panthers continued to
roll in the 134-pound match.
Eastern sophomore Dan Pool
earned a major decision over
his opponenl, which extended
the Panthers' lead to 13-0.
The meet would prove to be

' ' We had excellent
performances today.
We have to continue to
wrestle with confidence and
intensity. The key at the end
of the season is that it takes
everyone on the team to
win."
-Ralph McCausland,
Panther wrestling coach
close for the rest of the way.
The Tigers started to claw
their way back into it when Jeff
Urban narrowly escaped his
match with a victory over
Panther sophomore Ja:.on
Lawrence.
Panther junior Rob Serio
was then able to answer with a
victory in the 150-pound match
over Matt Webster. The Tigers
Jared Scars then came back
with a victory over Eastern
senior Bucky Randolph in the
158-pound match.
Eastern junior Tim Duggan

Panther basketball team
defeats Skyhawks 70-65
Eastern raises
record to 9-7
with overtime
conference win
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
After being down by seven
points with two minutes to play,
the Panther basketball team
came back to defeat TennesseeMart i n 70-65 in overtime
Sat urday night in Skyhawk
Arena.
"This was a very tough game,"
Panther senior guard Rick Kaye
said. "They are not the most athletic team, but th ey a re very
well -coached, so from that
standpoint it was a tough game."
Even though it was a very
tough game, it was still a big
victory for the Panthers.
"This was a game we needed
to win to stay in contention (for
the Ohi o Vall ey Co nfe rence
lead)," Eastern junior guard Jack
Owens said.

Kaye said this was an important win because both teams
were at 5-2 and they wanted to
stay close to Middle Tennessee
and Murray State. The victory
puts Eastern in third place in the
conference, one game behind
both Middle and Murray.
In a back-and-forth overtime
session, Eastern outscored
Tennessee-Martin 9-4 to achieve
its second conference road victory of the season.
With
the game ti ed at 65, Panther
senior forward Eric Frankford hit
a jumper to put Eastern up by
two with two minutes left.
Kaye then connected on two
free throws with two seconds left
to put the game out of reach.
The Panthers (9-7 overall, 6-2
in the OVC) had to fight just to
get the game into the overtime
session. After Skyhawk junior
forward Joe Crumby hit two free
th rows, Eastern found itself
down 56-49 with two minutes
left.
Owens then scored the next
nine points for Eastern to send
the game into overtime.
See WIN page 11

then came up with a big victory
in the 167-pound match over
Jason Moore. I he ''in put the
Panthers up J 9-6.
"Both Revells and Duggan
arc ''rest ling well and arc coming
on
strong
now.''
McCausland said.
Bui the Tigers were not
going down without a fight.
Misc;ouri Y.on the next two
matches lo close the gap lo 1913 . In those two matches,
junior Curtis Owen lo::ot lo
Kevin Stroh and junior Graham
Witt fell in a major decision to
Brad L)nde.
Going into the final match of
the d.1y the Tigers still had a
chance to complete the comeback, but sophomore heav~ weight Mike RusSO\\ held firm
and defeated his opponent to
give Eastern the victory.
"We had excellent performances loday. We have to continue to "'rest le with confidence
and
intensity,"
McCausland said. "The key at
the end of the season is that it
takes everyone on the team to
win."

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Panther wrestler Rob Serio tries to pi11 a University of Missouri
wrestler Matt Webster Swulay i11 la11tz Gymnasium. The Palllhers
stayed undefeated with a 22 -13 win over the Tigers.

Swim team sweeps Valparaiso
Lady Panther
freshman sets
school record
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer

' '

I was very excited
when I looked at my
time. I felt good when I
stepped in the water, and I
went from there:
-Amanda Dore,
freshman swimmer

Records are made to be broken, but when you break one
me," Dore said.
yourself it is a great thrill. This
The women's learn used this
weekend at Eastern 's swim meet
as a momentum swing that led
at Valparaiso, freshman Amanda
them to victory. The Lady
Dore had that very lhrill.
Panthers won decisive Iy 156-81
Dore broke Tammy Baker's
lo up their record to 6-2 on the
14-year old school record in the
season. Dore also contributed by
200-yard freestyle.
taking the 100-freestyle, and
With a time of 1 minute 57.25
anchoring a relay team that
seconds, the record was shatrecorded a season-best time of
tered by over a second.
4:07.83. Also swimming on the
Both the men's and women's
relay team were Nancy Willteams used this as a momentum
iams, Jessica Stowell and Amboost to blowout Valparaiso.
ber Aurit.
" I was very excited when r
Williams also won the 100looked at my time,'' Dore said of breaststroke and finished second
her accomplishment. "l felt
in the 50-yard freestyle.
good when I stepped in the
Another freshman. Kar ina
water, and I went from there."
Freer, helped out by winning the
Her teammates were also a
50 freestyle, and finishing secgreat support for her.
ond in the 100. Other victories
" I heard everyone cheering, went to Elizabeth Bu rke in the
and they were very excited for
500 freestyle, Aurit in the 200

individual medley, and Angela
Sippel in the 3-meter diving
event.
The women's team was not
the only one that dominated the
meet.
The men's squad won 147-76.
to even its record at 4-4.
Shaking off an early disqualification of one of their relay
teams, Eastern went on to dominate the entire meet.
Led by freshman Nick
Schmidt and a solid supporting
cast, the team seemed to have its
best meet of the season.
Schmidt won both the 500 and
1000-yard freestyles. He also
finished third in the 200
freestyle.
Senior Drew Shepherdson
and junior Patrick Johnson
helped by swimming on a winning relay team, as well as winning events of their own.
Shepherdson won the 100
breaststroke and Johnson won
the 100 backstroke. Luke Porritt
also helped on the relay squad
and won the 100 butterfly by
over two seconds.
Panther head coach Ray
Padovan was extremely happy
with the progress of his teams
this weekend.

